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Grandma
Craig Cardiff

Artist - Craig Cardiff
1997 Album - Judy Garland! (You re never home...)

This is a great song, from great Canadian artist. I wish there was more of Craig
s work 
out there. Hopefully I did this one justice.

This tab does not include the nuances of the song, such as the hammer-ons or
pull-offs, 
if you listen to the song it s not hard to throw a few in to appropriate spots.
I was 
some difficulty getting the chord letters over the correct lyrics for timing, so

just have a listen to get that straight.

the C/B chord is

e - 0
B - 1
G - 0
D - 0
A - 2
E - x

Capo 3 - chords relative to capo

C	    C/B			   Am	     G
Grandma says to the boy, everything has its time
F		    C	     G
And everythingâ€™s time must end
C			    C/B		 Am           G
Well I thanked her for the checker games and all the coffee talk
F			 G	       C
Iâ€™m glad we had this chance to be friends

C	    C/B			   Am		 G
And she says that true love can never be a weapon
F		 C		 G
And good friends are so hard to find
C		    C/B		     Am			 G
Oh and keep your nose clean and watch before you cross the street and
F	   G	       C
Everything has its time



Guitar Solo (Verse Chords)

C	    C/B	          Am	 G
Anything with heaven is never easy
F	   C		 G
And the pain is only a sign
C	    C/B			   Am		 G
If you can just push through and make it out of bed, well then
F	   G 		 C
Everything will be fine

C	    C/B			   Am		 G
And I say, true love can never be a weapon
F	   C		 G
And good friends are so hard to find
C	    C/B			   Am		 G
Keep your nose clean and watch before you cross the street and
F         G		 C
Everything has its time

Guitar Solo (Verse Chords)

C	    C/B			   Am		 G
Grandma said to the boy, everything has its time
F	   C		 G
And everythingâ€™s time must end
C		       	 C/B		 Am           G
Well I thanked her for the checker games and all the coffee talks
 F			 G	       C
Iâ€™m glad I had the chance to be your friend

Enjoy playing this song.

~ Dean Vlahaki


